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Mr Koul Mr Tsakiris BALLS : 13 TRAFFIC CONES : NO SPEED RINGS: NO MARKERS CONES: ALL
TRAINING BIBS 7 RED 4 BLUE

Decision Speed 
Reaction Speed Communication - Timing

Decision Speed Communication - Timing

Decision Speed Communication - Timing

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: Possession players have free touches and less tha 2 seconds to play. 
Joker (blue) can't play 2 consecutive passes to the same square. Red defenders can mark outside of 
the square.

DURATION : 25'

MENTAL & OTHER OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION - RULES - POINTS

TECHNICAL DETAIL - HABIT

MAIN TACTICAL OBJECTIVE 
(OPTIONAL)

1.DESCRIPTION: The team of 6 players because they have less player must check before receive the 
ball and think fast which was the main objective of training session. After 10 minutes the other team 
has the same objective (give one player to others)

MAIN TACTICAL OBJECTIVE 
(OPTIONAL)

MAIN TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE

Pass with the inner of foot

Pass   

Possession of the ball

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: The team with the best application of the main Objective after end of 
game earn a bonus Goal.

DESCRIPTION - RULES - POINTS

MENTAL & OTHER OBJECTIVES

DURATION : 40 '

TECHNICAL DETAIL - HABIT

DESCRIPTION - RULES - POINTS

Pass   

TACTICAL DETAILS - HABITS Check back - around before receive the ball

TACTICAL DETAILS - HABITS

Possession of the ball

PART 3 - REALISTIC OBJECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION
MAIN TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE

Check back - around before receive the ball

1.DESCRIPTION: Create one small area (depends the level of the players) and have 3 teams (2 teams 
of 4 players and 1 team of 3 players). Start with one pair of teams and play. The waiting team must 
make coordination and look the game with coach ask them some questions about it (who has the 
ball, who scores). When a team score they have the ball again from the defence and the waiting 
team change roles with the team who receive the goal. The team who must go inside must go fast 
because they team who scores can score with a free shoot again. (transition)

RULES-RESTRICTIONS-POINTS: The team who scores have the ball again from behind. Goalkeeper 
can't shoot. After 2 minutes the "old team" goes out (change roles)

Title 1 Title 2

Title 1 Title 2

GRAPHICS

GRAPHICS

3v1+1 Rondo Game - Check both sides (COMMUNICATION - 
PERIPHERAL VISION SKILLS)

4v4 + 1 Hight tempo game (Small sided game)

7v6 Game 

MAIN TACTICAL OBJECTIVE 
(OPTIONAL)

MENTAL & OTHER OBJECTIVES

TECHNICAL DETAIL - HABIT

DURATION: 25'

1.DESCRIPTION: Create 3 squares, 3 possession players to the wide squares and 2 possession in the 
middle. Also we have 2 Jokers inside of squares. The red defenders keep the shirts in their hands. 
White possession players try to retain the possession of the ball with the help of joker. If defenders 
steal must retain the ball inside to be offensive.

GRAPHICS

MAIN TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE

TACTICAL DETAILS - HABITS Check back - around before receive the ball

Pass with the inner of foot

Possession of the ball

Pass   
Title 1 Title 2

Pass with the inner of foot

                   

WARMING UP / PART 1 - TARGET INTRODUCTION

TRAINING SESSION - Check - Look before receive the 
ball

90' - 100'

U10
PRESENCES / ABSENCES : 13 / 1

EQUIPMENT

TIME / DURATION

TRAINING / DATE
TEAM (AGE GROUP)
COACH / ASSISTANT

PART 2 - OBJECTIVITY REPEATABILITY


	U10

